Dear colleagues!

Pirogov Russian National Research Medical University invites students and young scientists under the age of 35 to take part in the XV International Pirogov Scientific Medical Conference which will be held on the 19th of March 2020 in Moscow. At the conference participants are supposed to present the results of fundamental and clinical researches. You can find the list of sections in the application.

According to the results of the conference, a collection of materials will be published. The collection will be included in Russian Science Citation Index (RSCI). The online version of the publication will be posted on the conference website.

Forms of participation in the conference:
1. Oral report with the publication of abstract;
2. Poster presentation with the publication of abstracts.

If you want to participate in the conference, it is necessary for you to pass the electronic registration by 20 December 2019 and submit an abstract using your personal account on our website: pirogovka-reg.rsmu.ru

More details you can find on our website - pirogovka.rsmu.ru or ask us: e-mail - sno_rnrmu.pirogovka@mail.ru

Best regards,
Rector of the Pirogov
Russian National Research Medical University,
President of conference organizing committee

Sergei Lukyanov
01. Obstetrics, gynecology and reproductology

02. Anesthesiology, intensive care, military and extreme medicine
   — Anesthesiology
   — Intensive care
   — Disaster medicine, chemical and biological defense
   — Toxicology

03. Diseases of the head and neck
   — Ophthalmology
   — Otorhinolaryngology
   — Dental medicine, oral and maxillofacial surgery
   — Dentistry

04. Cardiovascular system diseases
   — Cardiology
   — Interventional radiology
   — Cardiovascular surgery

05. Internal diseases
   — Gastroenterology
   — Hematology
   — Rheumatology
   — Dermatovenereology
   — Infectious diseases
   — Nephrology
   — Pulmonology
   — Pharmacology, clinical pharmacology
   — Phthisiology
   — Chemotherapy and antibiotics
   — Endocrinology

06. Preventive medicine
   — Hygiene
   — Occupational medicine
   — Public health and health service
   — Epidemiology
07. Medical psychology and humanitarian sciences
   — Clinical psychology
   — Neuropsychology
   — Pathopsychology
   — Psychosomatic medicine
   — Social medicine
   — Social work in public sphere
   — History of medicine
   — Medical law
   — Bioethics
   — Philosophy

08. Molecular medicine
   — Bioengineering
   — Bioinformatics
   — Biotechnology
   — Medical cybernetics
   — Nanobiotechnology
   — Electronics and information sciences in biomedicine
   — Molecular pharmacology
   — Biophysics
   — Biochemistry
   — Molecular and cellular genetics

09. Nervous system diseases, neurosurgery, rehabilitation and sports medicine, clinical psychiatry and addiction medicine
10. General surgery, pediatric surgery, transplantology, traumatology and orthopedics, urology
11. Oncology, diagnostics and treatment of cancer
12. Pediatrics and neonatology
13. Pharmacy
   — Organisation of pharmaceutical industry
   — Drug development technology
   — Pharmaceutical chemistry, pharmacognosy

14. Fundamental medicine
   — Biology, embryology
   — Histology, cytology
   — Immunology, clinical immunology, allergology
   — Microbiology
   — Normal and pathological anatomy
   — Normal and pathological physiology
   — Forensic medicine

---

Organizing committee:
Student Scientific Society of Pirogov Medical University
Address: Ostrovityanov street 1
Moscow, 117997
E-mail: sno_rnrnu.pirogovka@mail.ru
Website: http://pirogovka.rsmu.ru/